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Second Supplement to Memorandum 2000-48

Separation of Functions in DMV Hearings (Comments of CDD)

Attached to this memorandum is a letter from the California Deuce Defenders

concerning separation of functions in Department of Motor Vehicles drivers

license proceedings. CDD is concerned about the problems caused when the

same person acts as both prosecutor and hearing officer. CDD indicates that the

due process abuses inherent in this system are exacerbated by use of non-

attorney hearing officers who lack training in law.

As an example CDD refers us to the unpublished opinion in Cornell v.

Department of Motor Vehicles (Nov. 9, 1999). The Court of Appeal in that case

ruled that the administrative hearing officer did not properly balance his dual

roles as prosecutor and trier of fact, going beyond the role of an impartial

administrative judge and becoming an advocate for DMV. The hearing officer

interrupted the license holder’s counsel to question witnesses, ruled on

objections to his own questions, attempted to rehabilitate witnesses, and recalled

witnesses to rebut prior testimony. This “unauthorized conduct” played a large

role in influencing the decision in the administrative hearing.

CDD would extend the separation of functions concept to drivers license

hearings. CDD indicates they can provide plenty of testimony about systemic

abuses that persons appearing in these DMV hearings have experienced.

“People’s lives and livelihoods are being routinely destroyed without regard to

Due Process. The situation cannot be allowed to continue.”

The staff has recommended against separation of functions in drivers license

hearings because the cost of the proposal would make it impossible to obtain

enactment of the bill. On the other hand, if the state’s finances continue to be

strong, the proposal might be able to receive serious legislative consideration. A

middle ground could be to require DMV to use administrative law judges rather

than lay hearing officers in these proceedings.

Respectfully submitted,

Nathaniel Sterling
Executive Secretary






























